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This unique semi-curved light box has been
created through a combination of two of our
systems.
The Flex Box is a great solution for above
the counter menu display in fast food &
restaurant areas.

The Snap Box is our modular system for
combination of snap poster frames with
conventional light box. A unique design of
our Light box 150 profiles makes it very
easy to connect the snap poster frames
into specially designed drill-free slots in the Light box 150 profile.
The Snap Box can be easily used as single or double sided light box with no extra components.
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One of our latest designs is a
curved face light box system
with a built in snap frame. The
side profiles are snap profiles
allowing for quick and easy
poster change.
The Radius Snap Light system
was designed to give you an
elegant solution for curved
internally lit poster display,
specially fitted to all DIN
standard poster sizes between
A3  70x100cm.
The Radius Snap Light system
also has a double-sided profile
that can be used as a totem
display unit.
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An endless variety of poster display stands and brochure holders
can be made with our modular systems.These are the standard
models available. Special models can be easily designed and
manufactured thanks to the modularity of our systems.

MODEL  A
A classic pavement stand:
Poster sizes: A2, A1, A0, 50x70, 70x100

The Easy Frame system is our traditional snap poster
frame. The front profile is a 34 mm round clip profile
combined with drill-free molded ABS & aluminum
corners. You can use the Easy frame for almost any
size needed.
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The Radius Snap Slim is our latest design for modern
snap poster frames, using snap side profiles and
an elegant light curved front.
The Radius Snap Slim is also designed to fit all DIN
standard poster sizes between A3  70x100 cm.
MODELT
A one-leg post with single or double side
display unit.
Poster sizes: A4 (landscape), A3.

MODEL  D
A unique model fitted for shopping malls &
hotels. Internal lighting is optional.
Poster sizes: A1, 70 x 100

MODEL  W
A two-leg, 3 level brochure holder. 3 shelves sizes
are available: 25cm, 57cm, 75 cm.
This model can be supplied either with a base metal
plate or with horizontal profiles (like the HF model).
A special wall hanging brackets are optional.

MODEL  I
A triangular brochure kiosk, with clear acrylic brochure
pockets. This model can be made by special order
and can be fitted to desired sizes.

MODEL  HF
A classic two-leg stand with double sided
Easy frames. A brochure shelf can be added.
Poster sizes: A1, 50x70, 70x100

MODEL  HC
A classic two-leg stand with double-sided
Radius Snap. A brochure shelf can be added.
Poster sizes: A1, 50x70, 70x100

MODEL  P Based on our Radius sna
system, a brochure shelf can be added.
Poster sizes: A2, 50x70

The name of the system is in the heart of its design.
Using the Fast Flex system for tension flexible faced signs
is much easier than other conventional tensioning systems.
There is no need to use hammers, screwdrivers, stitching,
welding, clamping pliers etc' for tension: the only tool is
a simple tensioning lever.
The round cover profile gives a smooth appearance.

Our basic rigid light box
system is based on a
180 mm width profile
suitable for big outdoor
signs. The main profile
of the Light box 180 is
our light box profile
recommended to use
with our Fast flex
tensioning systems.

The Lightbox 150 is our
most commonly used light
box system. Its design is
completely modular and
all of its components are
of aluminum extrusions.
The building of a light
box using the Lightbox
150 profiles is an easy job.
The main body profiles are fitted
to be used as single or doublesided signs with almost the same
items. Its light weight but strong
design and smooth round cover
makes this light box system a very
popular product.

LightBox 130 is a
unique design doublesided, small sized light
box, designed to give a
perfect solution for
indoor and parking
garage signage.
The LightBox 130 is
based on one main
body profile (130 mm)
without clips or other
dissembling parts.
The 10mm round
ending of the main
body profile gives it a
clean
smooth
appearance and is
perfect for building very
small signs.

LightBox 70 a slim
single or double-sided
light box designed
especially for use as Exit
or Fire escape directional
signs or for small round
cornered light boxes.
Only the main body
profile and the molded
aluminum corners are
needed to build a light
box. The profile is easy
to cut; no mitre cuts
required.
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Radius Light is our basic profile system for curved face internally
lit signs. The simplicity of making a sign with the Radius light system
combined with its highly elegant appearance is its great success.
A single or double-sided version is available. The variety of sizes
is unlimited depending on width and shape of the laser cut aluminum
end cups.
Our standard end cups sizes are 30-100 cm. The length of a sign
is unlimited as joining sign segments together is easy.
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Radius totem is the
monolith version of the
Radius series. The strong
rigid double-sided profile
makes the building of a
small - medium internally
lit or non-lit totem sign
easier than ever.
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To complete the range of curved face signs,
we present the Radius slim. It is a simple
to use profile system. Only one profile and
a few simple materials that every one has
in his workshop, is all you need to create
a modern, elegant directional signage.
A creative imagination and a use of various
available materials can create amazing
signs.

